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Abstract—Worst case execution time(WCET) is a necessary
parameter for scheduling a task in a system.WCET analysis
provides a priori information about the worst possible execution
time of a code before scheduling it in the system.If-conversion
is an optimization that converts control dependence into data
dependence. It removes branches and increases instruction level
parallelism and thus performance. In this article we propose to
perform if-conversion targeting WCET reduction. WCET is a key
parameter in embedded system design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WCET is an essential parameter for designing real-time
systems. WCET of an application is the upper bound of its
execution time for all possible inputs.WCET can be analysed
statically or dynamically.Lesser the WCET lesser will be
the resource demand of the application[4].For achieving this
one of the approach is to optimize the application, which
can be done at compilation time by applying different code
optimization strategies.

If-conversion is a compiler optimization which converts
control dependencies into data dependencies using using
either full predication or partial predication(CMOVs).On one
hand full-predication requires extra number of source operand
for all instruction, but has largest performance improvement.
On the other hand partial predication requires very less
change in the existing architecture as only few instructions
are provided with conditional moves[1].If-conversion gives
more freedom for the compiler to reorder the instructions
which could optimize the code and minimize the execution
time.

Branch instructions are major limitations in exploiting in-
struction level parallelism(ILP). Predication removes branches
which enables the compiler to perform if-conversion by elim-
inating branches and expose ILP. A major draw back of
predication is, it executes nullified instructions which can
degrade the performance.There can be many combinations of
which branches to convert. In this paper we propose to solve
this problem based on input from WCET analyser.

II. METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 describes the prototype to be implemented.
The LLVM if-conversion transformation is included in the
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Fig. 1. Program compilation setup with WCET analyser

-O2 optimization level and can be separately requested
using command line options. The SSA form simplifies
implementation and allows existing SSA transformations to
be used after if-conversion[2].

Not all branches are converted, only the branches that are in
worst case execution path(WCEP) are converted and remaining
are kept as it is.Therefore WCET is recalculated for every
possible convertions. Key aspects of this technique are: (1)
choose the branches present in the WCEP (2) eliminate the
gotos and branches and insert logical variables to control the
execution of the application and then calculate the WCET.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Machine level if-conversion as done in LLVM -O2 phase is
done in a straight forward manner. Predication is done easily
as the instructions are already in target machine specific. If-
conversion implemented in IR level can utilize the flexibility
LLVM IR provides. Some optimizations that can be done in
intermediate representations can be done after if-conversion
but LLVM IR lacks predication[2]. As seen in figure 2 there
is significant speed up after if-conversion in runtime of Mi-
Bench[5] benchmark programs as compared to no compiler
optimization.
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Fig. 2. Performance comparison of if-conversion with no optimization on
different MiBench programs

Fig. 3. Speed up in execution time of Mi-Bench programs after if-conversion

The speed up noticed is dependent on number of branches
present in the application, the application having more number
of branches will benefit the most due to if-conversion, more
generically specifying, conversion of control dependence to
data dependence. The susan program of MiBench benchmark
suite is a large program with 15% speed up and has high
potential for if-conversion if applied in IR level with other
optimizations, btcnt program had speed up of around 13%,
increase in speed of execution of code shows the minimization
in worst case execution time of the applications. Similarly the
speed up obtained by if-conversion on dijkstra, basicmath are
5% each and qsort application of same benchmark suite was
0.1%. As shown in figure 3.

Most of the optimizations is based on loop optimization, it
could benefit if loop optimization and if-conversion are applied
simultaneously to the basic blocks having both.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Through our work we found promising gains due to the if-
conversion if done in machine level.In future we will work on
the conversions in IR level and apply other optimizations as
well to achieve as tight WCET as possible. We also would
study the effects of cache and code spilling due to the if-
conversion optimization and its effects on WCET.
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